On September 11, 2001 I received the following MESSAGE FROM JEY after having
seen the unbelievable destruction of the WTC and a part of the Pentagon. It is worth sharing with
you this year, following the one-year anniversary since the attack on America.

MESSAGE FROM JEY 9-11-2001
JEY is here and is aware of your thoughts. Be it known that the one who is JEY does hear
your wishes and does come to assure you that there will be only that which is Truth given; and
also, this one comes in the will of our Creator.
At this time now allow JEY to give you this thought to consider. As you are aware, you
who are OMEGA have been spending much time through many years preparing to cope with that
which has been called chaos on Earth. You have seen much in the way of man’s inhumanity to
mankind. You are aware that the one who is our Creator would ask that all who are mankind on
Earth would live in Peace and Love. You are aware that this has not been the case.
At this time JEY would tell you this. What you have witnessed this day is simply an
example of mankind’s hatred and desire to inflict that hatred on those who do not happen to look
at things upon the Earth as they do. In other words, there are those who demand that all others
would simply accept their beliefs and allow them to control those beliefs. It is now known that
there is to be a great conflict that will interrupt the peace and tranquility of many upon the Earth;
but JEY cannot ascertain the exact time of such conflict. Know this……that those who are
OMEGA are simply to be alert to those things that will cause conflict upon the Earth and be in
prayer that the Love of our Creator would rule and overwhelm that which would be the evil
thoughts of some who are mankind.
Know that when Love rules, that which is hatred is mute. There can be no hatred if there
is Love among all mankind.
It is the knowledge of JEY that those who were so quickly taken from the Earth today
were unaware of that which was pending for them. But know that there are many in Spirit who
have welcomed them and sought to give them peace as they arrived in the Spirit Realm. Be at
Peace for that; but also be at prayer for those who have left their bodies so quickly and remember
those who were their loved ones on Earth, for they will have a most difficult time of coping with
that which occurred.
As JEY can see it, the actions of those who caused the evil will in fact cause many to
become more bitter and less likely to love fellow man; and so the problem is compounded.
OMEGA is aware of the need to forgive and to ask forgiveness, but also to be in prayer and to
send forth their prayers to all.
You who are OMEGA do not have the privilege of praying only for those who you
consider to be right. Those who have perpetrated the wrong need your prayers as well, especially
those spirits that inhabited the bodies of the perpetrators. Those spirits must grieve at this time,
for they were unable to influence the minds of the bodies in which they were housed.
It is with much sadness that this one who is JEY must simply tell you that there is no
quick answer to the deadly acts that are taking place on Earth. Mankind will continue to be in a
negative state until such time as they recognize that they are Spirit-in-Body and that they are
indeed of the Creator of All Things. You must accept that; and know that as you have an
opportunity to show Love and Concern for others, that is what is necessary for you to do. JEY
cannot ignore the fact that there is much ahead for you to cope with; but be aware that you are not
alone, and we who are in Spirit will indeed be in your presence and will come to help when there
is a need. Go now in Peace and Love. AMEN.

